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The error in trial and error: Exercises on phrasal verbs

Brian Strong and Frank Boers

Abstract
An analysis of 44 commercially available EFL textbooks found that it is common for
textbooks to present learners with exercises on phrasal verbs without first providing
relevant input to help them. In these cases, the learners are likely to resort to trial-anderror and are then expected to learn from feedback. We report an experiment conducted
with Japanese EFL students (N=140) in which we compare the effectiveness of such a
trial-and-error method with a retrieval procedure in which students first study a set of
phrasal verbs and then complete an exercise. Scores on both an immediate and a oneweek delayed post-test suggest superiority of retrieval over the trial-and-error
procedure, where, despite the provision of feedback, 25% of the wrong exercise
responses were reproduced in the delayed post-test.

Introduction
English has a rich repertoire of phrasal verbs (e.g., give up, go on, turn out and break
down). These are constructions made up of a verb and a preposition that acts as a
particle. As a class, phrasal verbs are very common in English (e.g., Bolinger, 1971;
Gardner & Davies; Garnier & Schmitt, 2015; Liu, 2011) and thus useful for language
learners to master. Unfortunately, they also pose a considerable challenge for many
language learners (e.g., Condon, 2008; Garnier & Schmitt, 2016; Liao & Fukuya, 2004;
Side, 1990). It is not surprising, then, that virtually all mainstream EFL textbooks
include sections on phrasal verbs, and some resources for language study are entirely
devoted to them (e.g., McCarthy & O’Dell, 2004). These books often present learners
with study material (e.g., a set of phrasal verbs paired with paraphrases and example
sentences), followed by an exercise (e.g., a matching task). However, an analysis
(reported below) of EFL textbooks reveals that it is also very common for such books to
quiz learners with an exercise first, followed by feedback (from a teacher or in the form
of an answer key). Put differently, exercises on phrasal verbs are implemented in EFL
course books as study + retrieval procedures and also as trial-and-error + feedback
procedures.1
Support for both approaches can be found in the memory research. On the one
hand, when the exercise follows a study episode, learners’ successful retrieval of the
studied items is expected to entrench this new knowledge (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006).
On the other hand, trying an exercise without a prior study episode may pique a
learners’ curiosity about the appropriate answers and hence stimulate intake of
subsequent feedback (Hays, Kornell, & Bjork, 2013). To the best of our knowledge,
however, no studies have as yet compared the learning outcomes of these two

approaches for learning phrasal verbs. Given the importance of phrasal verbs and given
the space that EFL resources devote to exercises on phrasal verbs, such an evaluation
seems overdue. We therefore designed an experiment in which we randomly assigned
EFL learners to either a study + retrieval condition or a trial-and-error + feedback
condition, and then compared the effectiveness of the two approaches. Before
developing the two treatment conditions, we analysed a corpus of EFL course books to
estimate how common these two general approaches are and to determine what exercise
formats they typically use.

Literature review
The trouble with phrasal verbs
There are several reasons that, together, help to explain why mastering phrasal
verbs can be challenging. One is the sheer number of phrasal verbs (Bolinger, 1971).
Another is that a single verb-particle combination typically has multiple meanings (on
average 5.6, according to Gardner & Davies, 2007). For example, the meaning of the
combination make + up varies in make up a story, make up after an argument, make up
one’s face, make up the difference, make up a bed, make up for something and make it
up to someone. Fortunately, the availability of large online corpora now makes it
feasible to identify the highest-frequency verb-particle combinations (Gardner &
Davies, 2007; Liu, 2011) and to identify the most frequent meanings of a given verbparticle combination (Garnier & Schmitt, 2015). This can usefully inform choices of
prioritization in learning and teaching, but the resulting lists still represent a
considerable learning burden. For example, Garnier and Schmitt’s (2015) list includes
150 verb-particle combinations expressing 288 meanings altogether. In settings where

learners are not exposed to abundant amounts of English, unassisted acquisition of all of
these is not very likely. EFL textbooks of course contain texts that include instances of
phrasal verbs, but hardly in sufficient numbers to make acquisition likely (AlejoGonzález, Piquer-Píriz, & Reveriego-Sierra, 2010).
Understanding and remembering the meaning of phrasal verbs is often
challenging also because many phrasal verbs are semantically non-compositional, that
is, their meaning does not follow straightforwardly from the meanings of the constituent
words. It is not obvious, for example, why put up with something should mean to
tolerate. Semantic non-compositionality is a defining feature of idioms, and so phrasal
verbs are sometimes considered a subset of idioms (e.g., Gairns & Redman, 2011;
Kövecses & Szabó, 1996). Because of this particular learning challenge, it is not
surprising that it is instances of non-compositional phrasal verbs—sometimes called
idiomatic phrasal verbs—that are typically targeted in L2 learning experiments (e.g.,
Boers, 2000; Yasuda, 2010).
Because the meaning of many phrasal verbs is not transparent, it is also not
surprising that many textbook exercises on phrasal verbs engage learners with the formmeaning mapping of the items, for example by requiring them to match intact phrasal
verbs to their paraphrases or definitions (and thus testing meaning recognition). As we
shall see further below, where we report an analysis of a corpus of EFL textbooks, other
kinds of exercises aim in addition to engage learners with the composition of phrasal
verbs, for example by requiring them to decide which particle from a set of options goes
with which verb (i.e., testing form recognition) or to supply the missing particles in gapfill exercises (i.e., testing form recall).

It is often the contribution made by the particle to the overall meaning of a
phrasal verb that is far from obvious. It is not immediately obvious in what way in
contributes to the meaning of give in or on to the meaning of catch on, for example.
Instead, it is often the verb that appears the better clue for an approximate interpretation
a phrasal verb (e.g., drink seems a stronger clue than up to interpret drink up).
Consequently, learners may pay more attention to the verb than to the particle. In
addition, particles are formally not salient. Particles are thus relatively unlikely to catch
learners’ attention in the absence of instruction that points them out.2
Yet another challenge for learners, but one which falls beyond the scope of this
article, is to master the syntactic patterning of phrasal verbs, more specifically,
determining when the verb and the particle of a phrasal verb can be separated. First, a
distinction needs to be made between transitive and intransitive phrasal verbs, since the
latter require the verb and the particle to be adjacent to one another (e.g., My car broke
down on the motorway / *My car broke on the motorway down). Second, within the
class of transitive phrasal verbs, some are separable (e.g., I looked up this word in the
dictionary / I looked this word up in the dictionary), while others are not (e.g., Look
after the children / *Look the children after). Third, in the case of separable transitive
phrasal verbs, separation becomes mandatory when the object is a pronoun (e.g., I
looked it up / *I looked up it). One more challenge that needs to be mentioned, but
which is also outside the scope of the present article, is for learners to appreciate which
phrasal verbs are typical of informal, conversational discourse and which ones are
deemed appropriate in more formal genres, such as academic writing (Liu, 2011).
For many learners the above challenges are exacerbated by the absence of a
structurally similar category of phrasal units in their L1 (e.g., Garnier & Schmitt, 2016;

see, Slobin, 1996, and Talmy, 1985, for broader typological accounts). This also helps
to explain why such learners tend to avoid using them when single-word alternatives
(e.g., refuse instead of turn down) are available (Dagut & Laufer, 1985; Liao & Fukuya,
2004; Siyanova & Schmitt, 2007). For learners whose L1 does have structural
equivalents, the task of learning English phrasal verbs appears less daunting, in relative
terms (Hulstijn & Marchena, 1989; Laufer & Eliasson, 1993). Learners whose L1 has
not familiarized them with the phenomenon are thus the most likely to need assistance.
We mentioned above (and discuss further below) that EFL textbooks structure
exercises on phrasal verbs in essentially two ways: Either learners are first presented
with study material and are subsequently given an exercise where they are expected to
retrieve the studied material from memory, or they are first given an exercise to reveal
the gaps in their knowledge and feedback (study material) then follows to fill those
knowledge gaps. It is therefore useful to examine what predictions regarding the merits
of these two approaches might be distilled from previous experiments where retrieval or
trial-and-error procedures were put to the test.

Memory research on retrieval and trial-and-error procedures
The benefits of retrieval are well documented in the realm of memory research
(Karpicke, Lehman, & Aue 2014; Roediger & Butler, 2011), where it is also known as
the testing effect (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). A common way in which the retrieval
effect has been investigated in memory research is by presenting participants with word
pairs (in their L1), followed by a test where one word is presented as cue to elicit the
paired associate. This is compared to a condition where the same word pairs are
presented twice, but without a test episode. Recall of the word pairs in post-tests has

almost invariably been found superior after the learning condition that included the
retrieval component (Smith, Roediger, & Karpicke, 2011). One might argue that the
learning involved in remembering paired words is different from learning vocabulary in
a second language, because the word associations to be remembered concern familiar
words in the participants’ L1. However, the retrieval effect has also been attested for
paired associates learning in L2s. In Barcroft (2007), participants were asked to study
L2 word-picture pairs displayed on a screen. The second step in the retrieval condition
presented the picture without its corresponding word and participants were asked to
recall the missing word. The word-picture pairs were then displayed again so the
participants could verify the accuracy of their recall. In the comparison condition, there
was no retrieval task. Instead, the participants were asked to re-study the same wordpicture pairs. Performance on post-tests was better in the retrieval than in the re-study
condition.
A considerable body of memory research has investigated the effects of
multiple study and test trials (e.g., Carpenter & DeLosh, 2005; Cull, 2000; Kang
Lindsey, Mozer, & Pashler, 2014; Karpicke & Bauernschmidt, 2011; Karpicke &
Roediger, 2007; Pyc & Rawson, 2007). Ways of implementing repeated retrieval
practice have also attracted considerable attention in the domain of L2 vocabulary
learning (e.g., Nakata, 2015, 2017; Schuetze, 2015). Multiple retrieval events
concerning the same target items are not common in textbooks, however. According to
our textbook analysis discussed below, a book will typically provide just one exercise
on a set of target items.
As mentioned, textbooks also provide quizzes in a trial-and-error fashion,
without a study episode preceding them. Learning in that case relies on students’

comparing their hunches against the feedback that follows. In other words, the exercise
essentially serves as a pre-test and the feedback as the study episode. In memory
research, pre-testing is associated with the so-called generation effect (Slamecka &
Graf, 1978), where taking a test without any prior opportunity to study the target items
is believed to enhance subsequent learning of these items. Slamecka and Graf (1978),
for example, had native English speakers learn word pairs in a pre-test + study condition
and in a study-only condition. The pre-test + study condition presented a word and the
initial letter of a related word (e.g., rapid-f_) and asked participants to guess the missing
word. The study-only condition presented both intact words together (e.g., rapid-fast).
Final test performance was better under the test + study condition than the study-only
condition. It is important to note, however, that the participants in the pre-test + study
condition guessed 94% of the missing words in the pre-test, and so the feedback (or
study episode) mostly served to confirm correct associations. In real educational
contexts, students are probably less likely to generate so many correct responses when
given a test on items they have not yet studied. It is therefore important to investigate
the pre-testing effect also in the case of error-prone response generation.
Such a study was conducted by Kornell, Hays and Bjork (2009). In one
condition, participants were presented with a cue and asked to guess what related word
was missing (e.g., olive -?) within eight seconds. After a response was generated, the
cue and the target word were displayed together for five seconds. In a comparison
condition, participants simply studied the two words (e.g., olive – branch) together for
13 seconds. Although many wrong guesses were generated, the pre-test + study
condition led to the better post-test scores. Superiority of a pre-test + study condition

over the study-only condition was also found in partial replications by Grimaldi and
Karpicke (2012), Huelser and Metcalfe (2012) and Yang, Potts and Shanks (2017).
The targets for learning in these experiments were pairs of familiar words in the
participants’ L1, and so one may wonder if the findings are transferable to situations of
L2 vocabulary learning. A study by Potts and Shanks (2014) suggests they are.
Undergraduate English speakers were asked to learn words in Euskara, a language they
had no prior knowledge of. There were three conditions. In one, participants were first
asked to choose an L1 translation from a set of options for each of the L2 words, before
the correct L1-L2 pairing was displayed. In the second, participants were asked to
supply a translation themselves for the L2 words, before the correct pairing was
displayed. The third learning condition involved no guessing or response generation.
Instead, participants were given the L2-L1 word pairs to study. The participants were
told a post test would follow. The best results on this near-immediate post-test, which
was in a multiple-choice format requiring participants to choose the correct meaning of
the L2 words, were obtained under the treatment condition where participants had
supplied their own translations (which was inevitably the most error-prone pre-test),
followed by the multiple-choice condition. Potts and Shanks’ (2014) findings therefore
suggest that generating errors in a trial-and-error event can positively influence
subsequent learning of new form-meaning correspondences. This sounds promising if
applied to phrasal verbs, since part of the challenge there is the same, namely,
remembering their meaning.
It is important to mention, however, that Potts and Shanks’ (2014) findings have
not been confirmed in some other experiments. Warmington, Hitch and Gathercole
(2013) examined children’s learning of novel name-object pairs. In one condition, the

children were shown a new object and were told the first letter of its name (a pseudoword). This was followed immediately by the full name (e.g., “This object’s name
begins with the letter P. It’s a prot. Can you say prot?”). In the other condition, the
children were asked to guess the name of the object, using the first letter as a cue. (e.g.,
“This object’s name begins with the letter P. Can you guess its name?”). Only after the
guess—which was almost invariably wrong—were the children told the name of the
object. The post-test performance, where the children were asked to recall what the
objects were called, was the poorest in the latter condition. Warmington and Hitch
(2014) replicated this experiment with adults and again found that error-free encoding
of new words led to better post-test performance than error-prone guessing followed by
feedback. One might argue that these experiments by Warmington and colleagues are
quite different from Potts and Shanks (2014) because they were conducted with L1
speakers rather than L2 learners. Still, the learning task was to establish a connection in
memory between unfamiliar word forms (i.e., pseudo-words) and their meaning, and
this is not dissimilar to the task of learning new L2 words.
As mentioned, when it comes to learning phrasal verbs, an additional task is to
establish accurate memories of their composition, that is, knowledge of which particle
goes with which verb to express a given meaning. Exercises intended to foster learning
of syntagmatic word partnerships, or collocations, have attracted some scrutiny in recent
years. For example, Boers, Demecheleer, Coxhead and Webb (2014) and Boers, Dang
and Strong (2017) compared the effects of exercises on verb-noun collocations (e.g.,
make an effort vs. do homework, tell the truth vs. talk nonsense; conduct research vs
perform a task). This included various exercise formats, such as ones where learners are
asked to choose from a list of verbs the one that collocates with a given noun. Because

these exercises were not preceded by specific study materials on the collocations in the
experiments, they can be characterized as trial-and-error events. When the exercises
required students to assemble the verb-noun expressions, many wrong choices were
made. A considerable number of these wrong responses re-occurred in the post-tests,
despite the feedback that was given immediately after the exercise.
It is worth noting that none of the studies reviewed here directly compared the
effectiveness of retrieval and trial-and-error procedures. The comparison conditions
always consisted only of study (and re-study) episodes. In sum, although a plethora of
studies in the realm of memory research have investigated the testing (or retrieval)
effect and the pre-testing (or generation) effect, the available evidence looks insufficient
to determine which is the most judicious choice in general, let alone in the specific case
of exercises on phrasal verbs. What also complicates an evaluation of the available body
of evidence is that conclusions have typically been drawn on the basis of (near-)
immediate post-tests. The extent to which, for example, the attested benefits of learning
from feedback after error generation are durable remains uncertain. The studies on
collocation exercises by Boers et al. (2014) and Boers et al. (2017) are exceptions
because they did involve delayed post-tests. On the other hand, they did not include
immediate tests. Had immediate tests been administered, this could arguably have
helped to consolidate the feedback on the exercises, and so the potential of learning
from trial and error may have been underestimated in these studies.
The present study has two parts. The first is an analysis of phrasal verb exercises
in a corpus of EFL textbooks. The second part is an experiment in which we compared
the effectiveness of two implementations of phrasal verb exercises, retrieval versus trialand-error. The findings from the textbook analysis served to ensure that the materials

and treatments designed for the experiment bore a reasonable resemblance to actual
classroom, or, more precisely, textbook reality.

The nature and implementation of exercises on phrasal verbs in EFL textbooks
Research questions
The principal research question addressed by the textbook analysis is: what
proportion of exercises on phrasal verbs are implemented in a way that invites trial and
error rather than retrieval of previously presented information. Two secondary questions
concerned (a) the proportion of exercises requiring learners to (re-)assemble phrasal
verbs rather than perform operations with intact phrasal verbs and (b) the average
number of phrasal verbs tackled in a single exercise.

Method
Selection of textbooks
The textbook analysis was conducted on a sample of 44 recent textbooks that had been
purchased by the authors’ university in 2014 for the purpose of a large-scale textbook
analysis. They were the most recent editions available at that time of EFL textbooks
published by three major publishing houses (Oxford University Press, MacMillan, and
Pearson Education) and marketed globally. The books belonged to the following series:
English Result, Global, New English File, New Headway, New Inside Out, New Total
English, Speak Out, and Straightforward (see Appendix 1 for the full list). Each book
was manually screened for sections containing exercises on phrasal verbs (although not
all textbooks use the term phrasal verb to refer to the same structure).

Analysis
The manual screening of the textbooks produced a corpus of 140 exercises on phrasal
verbs. For each of these exercises we reviewed all the input materials that preceded
them in the book in which it occurred, in order to estimate whether the given exercise
was intended as a retrieval activity. We examined the input material preceding each
exercise for explicit information about the meaning and/or composition of the target
phrasal verbs, and we also screened preceding texts in case these included instances of
the target phrasal verbs (sometimes made salient through typographic enhancement). If
such opportunities were found in the given textbook for studying (or at least
encountering) the target items prior to doing the exercise, we categorized it as a retrieval
exercise. If no such opportunities were found in the given book prior to the exercise, it
was categorized as a trial-and-error exercise. The distinction refers to the way the
exercises are incorporated in the textbooks and thus the ways students are likely to
tackle them. We cannot rule out, of course, that a student will resort to guessing also in
an exercise intended to induce retrieval. Neither can it be ruled out that a student
acquired knowledge of a given target item from sources outside the given textbook, and
so may recall it from longer-term memory.
We then also categorized the exercises according to whether they engaged
learners with the form-meaning mapping of intact phrasal verbs (e.g., matching phrasal
verbs to their paraphrases—meaning recognition) or with the composition of phrasal
verbs (e.g., combining a verb and a particle to express a stipulated meaning—form
recognition or form recall). As part of the analysis we also counted the number of
phrasal verbs tackled per exercise.

Results and discussion
Of the 140 exercises on phrasal verbs identified in the textbook corpus, 54
qualified as retrieval exercises, while 86 (61%) qualified as trial-and-error exercises. In
the latter case, students were sometimes directed to an answer key for feedback or it
must be assumed that feedback would be provided by a teacher. Six of the eight
textbook series were found to include a greater number of trial-and-error exercises than
retrieval exercises (see Appendix 2). In sum, trial-and-error exercise implementations
are quite common in the corpus of EFL textbooks we examined. We need to bear in
mind, of course, that this was far from a comprehensive corpus of available textbooks,
and so we need to be cautious not to generalize from the data extracted here. Still, it is a
collection of textbooks that certainly includes internationally well-established ones and
so it is reasonable to assume that many EFL learners around the globe experience not
only retrieval exercises but also trial-and-error exercises for phrasal verb learning. This
makes an empirical comparison of the two approaches all the more pertinent.
While the majority of the exercises were found to focus on the meaning of intact
phrasal verbs, approximately 35% required learners to combine verbs and particles
themselves to match or express a certain meaning (see Appendix 3). The latter is
arguably the more challenging exercise and, if effective, also the closer to fostering
productive knowledge. As to the number of phrasal verbs tackled per exercise, the
average turned out to be 6.77, and so we decided to work with sets of seven phrasal
verbs in our experiment.

Experiment: study episode + retrieval versus trial-and-error + feedback
Research questions
The experiment addressed the following principal research question: Do study +
retrieval and trial-and-error + feedback procedures for learning idiomatic phrasal verbs
produce similar amounts of learning, as gauged by an immediate and a one-week
delayed post-test? A secondary research question concerns specifically the effect of
feedback in the trial-and-error condition and asks how well this effect (if any) is
sustained over time, i.e., between the immediate and the delayed post-test. This
secondary research question is motivated by the observations in the literature review
that experiments on learning through error-generation followed by feedback have
tended to examine only short-term effects.

Method
Participants
The study involved the participation of 170 Japanese university EFL students. It
is worth mentioning that Japanese does not have phrasal verbs and that these students
could thus be expected to find phrasal verbs learning quite challenging. All the students
were non-English majors from five parallel classes in their third year of study at the
university. There were 107 females and 63 males, with an average age of 21.8 (SD =
1.2). Informed consent to participate was obtained from all participants. Prior to the
experiment, they all took Version 2 of the Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT, Schmitt,
Schmitt & Clapham, 2001) at the 2,000 frequency level. The mean score was 28/30 (SD
= 2.2), suggesting that these students should have little trouble in understanding English

input materials made up of words from the 2,000 most frequent word families (see
below).
The students from four of the classes were randomly divided into two treatment
groups (each n = 70). The fifth class (n = 30) participated in a pilot test to help us select
phrasal verbs to be targeted in the actual experiment. We compared the VLT scores of
the two treatment groups and the pilot group, and no significant differences were found:
F(2, 167) = 0.263, p = .768. We also obtained the participants’ scores on a TOEIC
Bridge Test, which they took approximately six months prior to the present study, and
found no significant differences in these scores either: F(2, 167) = 1.029, p = .359.
Overall, the two treatment groups and the pilot group thus appeared reasonably
equivalent in terms of their English listening and reading comprehension as well as their
vocabulary knowledge.

Selection of phrasal verbs
We first screened corpus-based lists of phrasal verbs (e.g., Gardner & Davies,
2007; Garnier & Schmitt, 2016; Liu, 2011) and recent course books with a focus on
phrasal verbs (e.g., Gairns & Redman, 2011; McCarthy & O’Dell, 2004; 2007) for
potential target items. This yielded an initial set of 35 phrasal verbs3 which were (a)
idiomatic (in the sense of non-compositional), (b) current (judging by their inclusion in
several of the resources consulted), and (c) likely to be unfamiliar to the students
participating in the study (as estimated by the first author, who has extensive experience
teaching EFL at universities in Japan).
To ascertain that these phrasal verbs were indeed highly unlikely to be known by
the 140 participants in the two treatment groups, they were piloted as test items with the

aforementioned group of 30 students drawn from the same population. The test format
was the same as the post-test used in the actual experiment. Of the initial set of 35, 14
phrasal verbs were unknown by all 30 students according to this pilot test. These were
thus the ones most likely to be unknown also to the students assigned to the treatment
conditions, and so these were the ones chosen as the target items for the experiment.
The 14 target phrasal verbs (and paraphrases) were the following: Catch on (become
popular), run out (use all of something), hang out (spend time with friends), pass away
(die), brush up (improve a skill), head off (go somewhere), give in (accept that you
cannot win), open up (talk about your feelings), drop out (leave before finishing), blow
up (become very angry), chicken out (not do something because you are scared), hold
on (wait for a short time), pop in (visit for a short time), back up (repeat something you
have said).
For the sake of ecological validity, we imitated a presentation format we
encountered multiple times in the corpus of textbooks and in McCarthy and O’Dell’s
(2004; 2007) books for independent study. Each phrasal verb was embedded in a short
dialogue and preceded by a paraphrase of its meaning. For example:
Hang out: spend time with friends.
Speaker A: Hey, Yuki, if you’re not busy after work, do you want to hang out?
Speaker B: I’m sorry, Tomoko, but I’m not feeling well today. How about tomorrow?
In the retrieval condition, the example dialogue and clarification of the phrasal
verb’s meaning were presented first. Only after this study episode were the students
given the exercise. In the exercise, the phrasal verb was embedded in a very similar
dialogue (preserving the same meaning as in the study episode), but with the particle
missing. For example:

Speaker A: Hi, Toko. What are you doing tomorrow? Do you want to hang __?
Speaker B: I would love to, but I have to stay home and clear my room. Sorry.
An empty box was provided under the blank for students to supply the missing particle.
In the trial-and-error condition, the above two stages were reversed. The
students were first given the exercise and asked to supply the missing particle. After
this, they were given feedback in the form of the same study material as provided as the
first phase in the retrieval condition, i.e., the phrasal verb with its meaning clarification
and an example dialogue including its intact form. In other words, the materials used in
the two treatment conditions were identical; it was just the order of presentation that
differed.
Also for the sake of ecological validity, we presented the 14 target items in two
sets of seven, whereby in the retrieval condition seven phrasal verbs were first presented
consecutively as study material before the same seven items were presented in exercise
format, while in the trial-and-error condition the order of the two phases was reversed.
The order of the two sets of items was counterbalanced between the conditions and the
order of the items within each set was randomized. After the students completed their
work on the first set of seven phrasal verbs, they were given a brief distractor task
where they answered some trivia questions in their L1 and did some simple
addition/subtraction tasks. The immediate post-test concerning the seven phrasal verbs
followed. The post-test was identical in format to the exercise, that is, each of the
phrasal verbs was embedded in a simple dialogue that was very similar to the ones
previously met but now with a blank where the particle was missing (e.g., I’ll be free
later this evening. If you are free as well, shall we hang __?). A box was provided again
for the students to supply the missing particle. After completing this post-test, the

students worked on the second set of seven phrasal verbs, following the same learning
and testing procedures as before. A delayed post-test was administered seven days later.
The delayed post-test was identical to the immediate post-test, except that it included all
14 items in one presentation. The order of the test items was randomized in both tests.
We ran the dialogues, the meaning definitions, and the target phrasal verbs
through the lexical profiler on Tom Cobb’s website (https://www.lextutor.ca), and
ascertained that all the words (barring proper nouns) belonged to the 2,000 most
frequent word families of English. Recall that the students’ scores on the Vocabulary
Levels Test suggested they had knowledge of most words at that frequency level. To
minimize the risk that some of the words might nonetheless be unknown, we asked the
students’ teachers to indicate any of the words in the materials that they thought might
still be unfamiliar to their students. A week prior to the actual experiment, the students
were given electronic flashcards which paired these potentially difficult words with
their L1 equivalents, and they were requested to learn these as part of a regular English
class. This activity did not include any of the phrasal verbs, nor their components (verbs
or particles). This class with electronic flashcards also served the purpose of
familiarizing the students with the computer interface that would be used in the actual
experiment.
For the sake of experimental control, all the study and test procedures were run
in a classroom on a computer. When the students logged in, they were randomly
assigned to one of the two treatment conditions (retrieval vs. trial-and-error). They were
told explicitly that the aim of the session was to learn phrasal verbs, and they were
asked to follow the instructions on the computer screen typing in their responses to
exercise/test items when requested. The students were not forewarned that a post-test

would follow. The whole session (learning phases, distractor tasks, and immediate posttests) took on average about 30 minutes. The one-week delayed post-test, which was
also unannounced, was also administered on a computer, again under teacher
supervision.

Analysis
Responses were scored dichotomously, with one point awarded for each
correctly supplied particle.4 We used a mixed effects logistic regression model (R
package lme4, Bates, Maecher, Bolker, & Walter, 2014) to test whether performance on
the post-tests was significantly mediated by the relevant predictors. The model is
suitable because the post-tests were scored binomially with 0 for an incorrect response
and 1 for a correct response. It also accounts for the general variability among
participants and target items (Seltman, 2014). We preferred to analyze the observed data
using mixed effects logistic regression because recent research has indicated that it is
superior to repeated-measures ANOVA (for a discussion see Jaeger, 2008, and Linck &
Cunnings, 2015).
The mixed effects logistic regression analysis was conducted with the following
predictors entered as fixed effects: treatment condition (i.e., retrieval versus trial-anderror), test time (immediate versus delayed), performance on the exercises, VLT scores
and TOEIC Bridge Test scores. Participants and target items were entered as random
effects. Applying a backward stepwise selection, the VLT scores and the TOEIC Bridge
scores were removed as they turned out not to contribute to the model. We then
calculated the predicted probabilities of providing a correct response on the post-tests.

Results and discussion
Overall exercise and post-test scores compared
Table 1 shows the total number of correct responses on the exercises and on the
post-tests under the two treatment conditions.5 As expected, the retrieval group
outperformed the trial-and-error group on the gap-fill exercise. Participants in the
retrieval group filled in the answer correctly 95% of the time, whereas those in the trialand-error group did so only 12.96% of the time. This confirms that the exercise
treatments were indeed very different from one another, with the retrieval condition
being almost error-free while the trial-and-error condition was error-prone. Regarding
the 13% success rate in the trial-and-error condition, it is worth noting that particles
make up a small class of words (and some members are more frequent and occur in
more phrasal verbs than others), and so it is likely that a fair number of correct
responses were lucky (or reasoned) guesses.

Table 1: Tallies of correct responses in the exercise, the immediate post-test and the
delayed post-test. Max = 980 (K = 14 x n = 70).
Treatment group

Exercise

Immediate post-test

Delayed post-test

Retrieval

931 (95.00%)

699 (71.33%)

544 (55.51%)

Trial and error

127 (12.96%)

602 (61.43%)

405 (41.33%)

Turning now to the post-tests, the retrieval group provided the correct response
(71.33%) on the immediate post-test more often than did the trial-and-error group
(61.43%). Likewise, the number of correct responses on the delayed post-test was
higher for the retrieval group (55.51%) than for the trial-and-error group (44.33%). Both

treatment groups showed attrition after a one-week period, with a 15.82 percentile score
loss in knowledge for participants in the retrieval group and a 17.1 percentile score loss
in knowledge for those in the trial-and-error group.
The output of the mixed effects logistic regression revealed that treatment
condition (z = -4.087, p < .0001), test time (z = -9.926, p < .001) and performance on
the exercise (z = 5.750, p < .0001) were significant predictors of post-test performance.
The treatment effect detected by the mixed effects model thus confirms the impression
from the descriptive statistics that the retrieval condition was significantly more
effective than the trial-and-error condition. This answers our principal research
question.
According to the model, test time (immediate vs. delayed) was also a significant
predictor of test performance: There was significant loss in knowledge for participants
in the retrieval group (z = 7.888, p < .001) and even more so for those in the trial-anderror group (z = 9.237, p < .001). Although at first glance the fall in test scores appears
more pronounced in the trial-and-error condition, the mixed effects model indicates that
the degrees of attrition were not significantly different.

Gauging the effect of feedback on trial and error
When estimating the effect of the feedback that was part of the trial-and-error
procedure, it is worth distinguishing between the cases where students provided a
correct exercise response (i.e., 13%) and those where the exercise response was
wrong—which constituted the bulk (i.e., 87%) of the data. That close to 13% of the
trial-and-error exercise responses were correct is somewhat surprising, since target
phrasal verbs had been selected for the experiment that, according to the pilot study,

were unlikely to be known to these learners. It is impossible to tell with certainty
whether these correct exercise responses were lucky guesses or if they reflected prior
knowledge. Interestingly, however, only a very small fraction of these correct exercise
responses was followed by correct post-test responses, which lends credibility to the
assumption that most of the correct exercise responses were indeed guesses. Of the 127
correct exercise responses, only 15 (12%) were followed by correct responses in the
immediate post-test and even fewer, just five (4%), were followed by correct responses
in the delayed post-test. The probability of providing a correct response on the
immediate post-test when a correct response was produced on the exercise is predicted
to be only 0.10 (95% CI: 0.052, 0.181). By the delayed post-test, this probability
diminishes to 0.03 (95% CI: 0.012, 0.083). If so little learning occurred when the
feedback confirmed an exercise response that happened to be correct, then the overall
gains observed for the trial-and-error condition must be due mostly to the instances of
corrective feedback. Indeed, the probability of producing a correct test response after
receiving feedback on a failed exercise response was 0.71 (95% CI: 0.632, 0.790) in the
immediate post-test. It fell to 0.46 (95% CI: 0.396, 0.559) in the delayed post-test,
however, which suggests that the effect of corrective feedback was often short-lived.
While it is undeniable that the corrective feedback as part of the trial-and-error
procedure stimulated learning, its benefits were clearly outweighed by the benefits of
the study + retrieval procedure, especially if we exclude the small number (5%) of
instances where a student failed at the exercise stage to successfully retrieve the studied
material. When a correct response was successfully retrieved from memory, the
probability of a correct test response is predicted to be as high as 0.78 (95% CI: 0.705,
0.839) for the immediate post-test and 0.59 (95% CI: 0.498, 0.68) for the delayed post-

test. It is these comparatively high probabilities that account for the overall superiority
of the retrieval condition over the trial-and-error condition indicated by the mixed
effects model reported above.
For completeness’ sake, it is perhaps worth mentioning that, on those rare
occasions when learners in the retrieval group failed in the exercise to accurately
retrieve a studied item (5%, i.e., 49 out of 980 responses), they were extremely unlikely
to produce the correct response in the post-tests. The probability of a correct test
response when these participants had produced an incorrect exercise response is
predicted to be only 0.04 (95% CI: 0.013, 0.175) for the immediate post-test and nil for
the delayed post-test. This is not surprising, as learners in the retrieval condition
received no feedback on their exercise responses. They may therefore not have realized
when one of their exercise responses was incorrect, and consequently this was not
repaired in the post-tests. This demonstrates that feedback is of course also useful after a
retrieval effort, an issue we return to further below.
In summary, whereas in the retrieval condition it was the correct exercise
responses (i.e., successful retrievals) that were associated with post-test success, in the
trial-and-error condition it was the incorrect exercise responses (followed by corrective
feedback) that were more often associated with post-test success. It is therefore not
surprising that the mixed effects model indicates an interaction between treatment
condition and exercise performance (z = -9.128, p < .0001). Table 2 presents the pairwise comparisons of the probabilities of post-test successes under the different
‘scenarios’, that is, whether exercise responses were correct or incorrect in a given
treatment condition.

Table 2: Pairwise comparisons of probabilities of post-test successes.
Retrieval

vs Trial and error

Immediate post-test

Delayed post-test

Exercise correct

>

Exercise correct

z = 14.21 (p < .01)

z = 11.42 (p < .01)

Exercise wrong

<

Exercise wrong

z = -8.82 (p < .01)

z = -6.04 (p < .01)

Exercise correct

>

Exercise wrong

z = 3.27 (p < .01)

z = 4.65 (p < .01)

Exercise wrong

=

Exercise correct

z = -1.17 (p = 0.13)

z = -0.65 (p = .26)

As an additional analysis, we examined where students made an error in the
trial-and-error exercises, and we compared this response to the one supplied for the
equivalent item in the post-tests. This was done with a view to calculating the
proportion of duplicated errors, because such duplications may reflect the failure of
corrective feedback to override memories left by initial responses (see also Warmington
& Hitch, 2014). Of the 853 exercise errors made under the trial-and-error condition, 120
(14%) were duplicated in the immediate post-test and 213 (25%) were duplicated in the
delayed post-test. This suggests that the corrective feedback often prevented the initial
wrong answer from re-emerging in the short-term (while not necessarily supplanting it
by the correct answer). However, the fact that no fewer than 25% of the wrong exercise
responses resurfaced in the one-week delayed post-test indicates that this effect of the
corrective feedback was often short-lived. Interestingly, only 52 (i.e., 6%) of the 853
incorrect responses on the exercise were reiterated across both post-tests. Instead,
learners sometimes (19%) reverted to their initial, incorrect hunch when they took the
delayed post-test, despite having temporarily discarded it when they took the immediate
post-test shortly after receiving the corrective feedback. This helps to explain why the
gap between the two groups’ scores was wider in the delayed than the immediate test.

It is worth putting the above figures into perspective, though, lest they leave too
bleak an impression about the potential of corrective feedback. We also tallied the
duplicated errors in the retrieval condition, that is, where no feedback was given. Of the
49 exercise errors made under this condition, 28 (57%) were duplicated in the
immediate post-test, 30 (61%) were duplicated in the delayed post-test, and 18 (36.5%)
of the exercise errors were reiterated across the two post-tests. Of course, the
duplication of errors is unsurprising here, as the students had not been alerted to them in
the first place. What nevertheless matters is that these are greater proportions than those
observed above for the trial-and-error procedure, and this suggests that the feedback
received in the latter condition did undeniably serve its purpose in a number of cases.
The bottom line remains, however, that it was not effective enough to trump the
learning gains obtained under the retrieval procedure.

General discussion
While trial-and-error implementations of exercises appear to be quite common in
mainstream EFL textbooks, the results of our experiment indicate that, overall, a trialand-error + feedback exercise procedure for learning phrasal verbs is less effective than
a study + retrieval procedure. Our tallies of duplicated errors also demonstrate that,
although corrective feedback on responses generated through trial and error can
relatively often prevent learners from supplying the same erroneous responses in an
immediate post-test, the initial erroneous responses are quite likely (25% in this study)
to resurface in a delayed test.
At first sight, this contradicts the study by Potts and Shanks (2014) and other
studies in favour of error generation followed by feedback. It needs to be borne in mind,

though, that those experiments involved a comparison with a study condition (where tobe-learned associations were simply presented to participants), not a retrieval condition.
It is also worth pointing out that Potts and Shanks’s (2014) experiment concerned the
learning of L2 content words with discrete meanings, a task which may be different
from the challenge of establishing syntagmatic partnerships among familiar L2 words
(including function words such as particles) with vague or multiple meanings. For one
thing, when asked to take a wild guess about the meaning of an unknown word form (as
was done in Potts and Shanks, 2014), participants are not likely to give the wild guess
much thought, will expect the guess to be wrong anyway, and may therefore not be
committed to it. For another, the meaning proposed by the participant is unlikely to be
similar to the correct answer that is given as feedback, and so the risk of confusion due
to a pre-existing semantic relatedness between the two meanings is probably small. By
contrast, when trying to guess, for example, if the appropriate word combination to
express a given meaning is catch on or catch up, give in or give up, brush up or brush
off, and hold on or hold up, then the guess one settles on will seem to stand a reasonable
chance of being correct (if only because particles constitute a closed class, and so the
number of choices is limited), and it may not look very distinct from alternative
combinations (see, e.g., Hunt & Worthen, 2006, for a collection of studies on the role of
distinctiveness in memory). This may then make it harder for the learner to prevent the
erroneous hunch from resurfacing when re-presented with the same matching task (see,
Boers et al., 2014, and Boers et al., 2017, for a similar account in relation to exercises
on verb-noun collocations). In sum, it seems likely that the effectiveness of trial-anderror + feedback procedures will depend on the nature of the learning challenge. If the
learning challenge is to establish durable memories of word partnerships, especially

ones comprising semantically vague or confusable constituents, then generating errors is
probably not the most judicious first step in the learning process.
The finding that the study + retrieval procedure was more effective than the
trial-and-error + feedback procedure in our study does align with those of Warmington
et al. (2013) and Warmington and Hitch (2014). However, although participants in these
studies were L1 speakers, they—like Potts and Shanks (2014)—also focused on the
learning of new words with discrete meanings. Another difference with our
experimental design regards the timing of retrieval and feedback. Warmington and
colleagues presented their participants with the items to be learned one at a time, thus
ensuring that the retrieval was effectively errorless and, in fact, virtually effortless. By
the same token, the erroneous guesses in the trial-and-error condition were immediately
followed by feedback. We shall return below to the potential relevance of these design
choices for approximate replication studies.
It is worth mentioning that the retrieval condition in our experiment (at least as
implemented here as a one-off retrieval event) did not bring about spectacular learning
gains either—delayed post-test success rates were well below 60%. Discrete-point,
minimally contextualized exercises such as the ones tried here (and mimicking common
practice in EFL course materials) arguably fail to invite sufficient cognitive investment
from learners. It would be interesting to compare their effectiveness to, for example,
communicative tasks where learners purposefully incorporate studied phrasal verbs in
their own L2 production, which would be more in keeping with constructs such as
Laufer and Hulstijn’s (2001) task-induced involvement. Another potential alternative
approach that merits further exploration is to help learners appreciate the underpinnings
of particle selection in those cases where a plausible explanation can be offered. Rather

obvious cases include the associations of up and down with ‘more/less’ (e.g., turn up the
volume), with ‘happy/unhappy’ (e.g., cheer up), and with ‘active/inactive’ (e.g., break
down). Others, such as the use of out in find out (the truth), may necessitate slightly
more elaborate reasoning (e.g., we associate ‘knowing’ with ‘seeing’; if something is
inside a container it may not be visible—it needs to be ‘out’ to become ‘knowable’)
(see, e.g., Lindstromberg, 2010, for a helpful resource of explanations of this kind).
Although studies have shown the benefits of this approach (Boers, 2013, for a review),
it is not the approach taken in the mainstream EFL textbooks that we have analysed.

Limitations
Several limitations to this study need to be acknowledged. One is that we cannot
tell on the basis of the exercise and test responses alone how the participants actually
experienced the procedures and what thought processes drove their response behaviour.
In future investigations, it would be useful to complement the offline measures with
online processing data, so as to gain insight into learners’ thought processes as they
tackle the exercises, read the study materials, and tackle the post-tests. Think-aloud
procedures may be suitable for this purpose.
Other limitations concern the way we operationalized the two learning
conditions. For the sake of a fair comparison, we kept the quantity and content of the
study and exercise materials identical in the two conditions, the order of presentation
being the only difference. As a consequence of this methodological decision, the
retrieval exercise was not followed by any feedback. Feedback could nevertheless have
been useful (recall that there was a 5% error rate when the students did the retrieval
exercise) and would in any case be realistic in actual practice—where students will

probably verify their exercise responses by re-visiting the study material, by checking
an answer key where available, or by seeking confirmation from their teacher. Another
consequence of using a balanced design with the same input for both treatment groups
was that the feedback given on the trial-and-error exercise consisted of the intact form
of the phrasal verb, a clarification of its meaning, and an example of usage. This is
probably more than what is typically comprised in an answer key at the back of a
textbook. We can only speculate about what the outcome would have been if we had
imitated textbook content more closely, but it seems likely that (a) adding a feedback
stage to the retrieval condition and (b) reducing the feedback material for the trial-anderror condition to a mere answer key would have widened the gap between the two
groups’ post-test scores.
While our experimental design was informed by the textbook analysis, we
decided to use a computer interface that prevented students from navigating back and
forth between the study materials and the exercises. In the case of print textbooks,
however, students and teachers may not consistently adhere to the order in which
materials are presented nor follow all the instructions to the letter. For example, there is
little to prevent students from consulting study materials while tackling a given
exercise, especially if both are on the same page or on opposite pages (e.g., the layout
used in McCarthy & O’Dell’s books for independent study). In a similar vein, students
may not wish to make wild guesses when given a trial-and-error exercise, and peek at
the answer key instead if they know one is available. It is also conceivable that students
will review exercises they have already done, as they prepare for tests or exams.
Although a given textbook may include just one exercise on a set of items, this does not
exclude the possibility that the textbook user will revisit that exercise. Nor does it

exclude the possibility that the learner will seek additional exercise materials. This
would in fact be highly advisable as a way of adding retrieval opportunities to the
learning process.
Five more choices we made as to the experimental design should be mentioned,
because they all seem worth reconsidering in approximate replications. First, only items
that were deemed to be new to the learners were selected as targets. In real practice, it is
likely that at least a few of the items targeted in a given section of a textbook are already
familiar to (some of) the students. Second, we selected target phrasal verbs through
piloting with a group of students who were not the participants in the actual experiment.
This was an alternative to pre-testing the actual participants (because this would have
constituted a trial-and-error event in its own right). On the downside, we cannot rule out
the possibility that some items that were unknown to the pilot group might have been
known to some of the students in the treatment groups. Additional measures are
conceivable, such as a pre-test that is administered long enough in advance of the actual
study, querying students after the procedure which items, if any, they already knew, and
administering the pre- and post-tests also to a control group with a view to obtaining a
baseline estimate of the (pre-)testing effect. Third, the students were required to tackle
seven phrasal verbs in one go. The retrieval exercise must therefore have involved a
certain amount of effort and was not error-free. For the trial-and-error condition, this
also meant that feedback was given after a certain delay (i.e., after seven items were
completed). In a different design, retrieval could be rendered fully errorless by
prompting retrieval immediately after the presentation of each study item. Alternatively,
a feedback stage could be added to the retrieval exercise to alert learners to
unsuccessfully retrieved items. Also, feedback could be provided immediately after

each trial-and-error response (e.g., Hays, Kornell, & Bjork, 2013; Warmington, et al.,
2013). Fourth, we required participants to work alone on the exercises. In practice,
students may be invited to work collaboratively (e.g., Nassaji & Tian, 2010), so they
can pool knowledge or at least compare the plausibility of their guesses. Recording the
students’ interactions during collaborative work could then be another way of revealing
the thought processes triggered by exercise formats and learning procedures. Fifth, we
included only one exercise/test format, i.e., eliciting the particle of phrasal verbs. Other
popular formats elicit the verb instead of the particle, or elicit the complete phrasal verb,
or present learners with options to select from.
Finally, we should bear in mind that it is possible to create learning conditions
which combine trial-and-error and retrieval procedures. For example, one could begin
with a trial-and-error exercise followed by feedback and later on present a similar
exercise again to induce retrieval, which could again be followed by feedback.
However, as already mentioned, such repeated revisiting of the same target items is not
a common feature of the textbooks we have analysed. It will therefore be up to the
teacher and/or learner to create or seek such repeated learning opportunities.

Conclusions and Implications
Because we discerned two rather different implementations of exercises on phrasal
verbs in mainstream EFL textbooks, where they either promote retrieval of previously
studied material or promote learning of material after a trial-and-error episode, we
designed a controlled experiment to compare the effectiveness of these two types of
implementation. The results of the experiment suggest that a procedure where the
exercise follows study materials and thus promotes retrieval trumps a procedure where

the exercise functions as a trial-and-error event followed by feedback. We have argued
that constructions such as phrasal verbs are perhaps non-optimal candidates for a trialand-error + feedback procedure, owing to the limited semantic distinctiveness and high
degree of confusability of their constituents, making it hard for corrective feedback to
eradicate memories left by error-prone response generation.
Although much more research is necessary for a conclusive picture to emerge,
these findings may begin to inform pedagogy in the following ways. One concerns the
design of textbooks. If textbook authors wish to include exercises on phrasal verbs of
the kind examined here—and we are by no means implying that they should—, then our
findings suggest that precedence should be given to implementations that promote
retrieval over ones where students are invited to make guesses under the assumption
they will remember the correct answers presented as feedback. Another regards
teachers’ and learners’ use of their textbooks. Even if a given textbook appears to rely
on trial-and-error + feedback for the learning of phrasal verbs, it is possible to adapt the
order in which materials are dealt with and to supplement what is missing as preexercise study material. A textbook is no straightjacket.
While the impetus for the present study came from patterns we discerned in print
textbooks, the results can also be informative for the design of online study materials
and for advice that could be given to users of such materials. ESL/EFL websites (e.g.,
https://www.ego4u.com/en/cram-up/grammar/phrasal-verbs) will typically present users
with navigational options where they can click links to exercises or links to information
about the target items. Users may feel tempted to try the exercises straightaway (if only
because testing oneself may be more appealing than passively reading explanations

beforehand). In the case of phrasal verbs, however, learners may need to be aware that
the aphorism we learn from our mistakes may not necessarily hold true.

Notes
1. In the realm of grammar instruction, learning through trial-and-error would qualify as
inductive learning, where learners gradually work out a general pattern, system, or
‘rule’. However, because phrasal verbs learning in this study is a matter of item
learning, we have refrained from the use of the terms inductive versus deductive
learning procedures.
2. It has been argued (e.g., Wray, 2002) that adult second language learners will often
resort to a word-by-word analysis of multiword expressions. This is different from how
most multiword expressions are acquired in the native tongue, where they tend to be
processed holistically. However, even if L2 learners are generally inclined to take
recourse to a word-by-word analysis, this will require that they discern and identify the
words first—which in fluent aural input may not be self-evident in the case of short,
non-salient words such as particles.
3. It is worth mentioning that all the target items used here were ‘true’ phrasal verbs,
that is, with the particle functioning as an adverbial. This distinguishes phrasal verbs
from prepositional verbs (e.g., look into [something]), where the ‘spatial’ word
functions as a preposition instead.
4. It was decided in advance that the responses would be were dichotomously and that
no partial credit would be given in the case of misspelled answers. Particles are very
short words, after all, so that changing one letter can either make the particle
unrecognizable (e.g., ?ot could be intended as out or as on) or change it into another one

(e.g., in and on). This would have made it difficult to determine a participant’s intended
choice of particle when it was misspelled, and hence also difficult to determine if that
intended choice might have been correct.
5. For readers who are unfamiliar with mixed logits modelling, we here add an
alternative table with the mean scores (and standard deviations) obtained on the
exercises and the two post-tests.
Table 3: Exercise and post-test scores by treatment group (max score = 14)
Exercise

Immediate post-test

Delayed post-test

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Retrieval

13.3

1.23

9.9

2.2

7.7

2.4

Trial and error

1.81

1.89

8.6

2.8

5.8

1.9
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